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            Pet Policy

            
                            Allister North Hills is a pet-friendly, Midtown Raleigh apartment community. We have no weight limits for pets. Max 2 pets per apartment. We hope you can understand that only breeds of a non-aggressive nature are allowed. Vet verification of breed, shot status and current photo required. A one-time non-refundable pet fee of $350 for one pet and $500 for two. Additional pet rent required of $25/pet per month.            
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                Luxury Living. Relaxing Retreat.
              

              Tucked away conveniently inside the Raleigh Beltline, with quiet neighborhood surroundings and beautifully lush landscapes, this is where you’ll discover Allister North Hills—perhaps the best-kept secret in Midtown apartment living. Classic garden-style architecture greets you with a welcoming charm. A vast offering of amenities checks every conceivable box. Your personal dwelling space pampers you with an exhaustive list of modern, high-end features. Just beyond your front door, you’re a few short blocks away from an entire world of dining, restaurants, entertainment and more within the amazing North Hills development. And it all comes in a residential concept that prioritizes green living. Allister lets you live big in Midtown – with a refreshingly small footprint.
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                      My roommate and I absolutely love calling Allister home! Great location and amenities with a helpful and friendly staff!


                                              Holden R., Google

                      
                                              Oct 19, 2021
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                      Love living at Allister. The location is super convenient and it has great amenities. My apartment is so spacious and is exactly what I was looking for. The staff is great here as well. The fan in my apartment started making a noise and hours after I put in a maintenance request Joe came to check it out and replaced it! Thank you! Never lived in an apartment complex with such helpful maintenance staff. 


                                              Sarah H., Google

                      
                                              Aug 11, 2021
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                      This is a great place to live. It's quiet, clean, beautiful and the office staff and maintenance staff are professional and very kind. Every one of them goes above and beyond! I've been very happy here for three years now.  


                                              Joanna L., Google

                      
                                              Apr 11, 2021
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                      I absolutely LOVE living here. I’ve been here for about 3 years now. Allister is the absolute best about having events for residents and randomly providing breakfast, treats, etc! They always have a full calendar for those that live here - such a nice perk. Maintenance is always super quick and efficient! Sweetest staff, friendly neighbors! Can’t say enough good things :)


                                              Hannah S., Google

                      
                                              Mar 27, 2021
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                      I have only been living here for a few weeks, but the experience so far has been great. The maintenance team is top notch and specifically, Tyler in maintenance, goes above and beyond anything asked. I am so glad I chose to live here. By far the best complex I've experienced. 


                                              Kalee, Google

                      
                                              Jan 11, 2021
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                      Look no further. I learned about Allister through some close friends who spoke fondly of the complex. It didn’t take long to find out why. Sarah responded quickly to all of my questions. She was flexible with my schedule and worked hard to find a unit that suited me best. I couldn’t be happier that I moved here. Maintenance requests are addressed quickly and the staff are incredible. Friendly neighbors and the convenience of North Hills has made for an easy place to call home.


                                              Cullen M., Google

                      
                                              Jan 4, 2021
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          This site uses cookies to improve your browsing experience. By using our site you agree to our use of cookies.
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